
Delivering remotely to learners
who work at lower levels

Learner considerations:
what do you need to

know about your learner?

Tech available to
the individual

communication tools

PC / mac with internet
access and excellent wifi

connectivity

all the usual
online resources

smartphone
online resources

dependant on
connectivity

podcasts

audio books

QR codes

music

audio/video
recording

texts
photos

social media

home phone

basic mobile phone

texts

photos

video recording

audio recordingphone calls 

resource tools

TV

basic
terrestrial
channels

Freeview channels

Netflix/Amazon Prime/
other pay packages

Radio

DVD player and
specific DVDs

music players

level of competencies

spiky profile

tech skills 

literacy skills
specific

inclusion
needs

intellectual
disability

specific
syndromes autism 

physical disabilities
and associated

conditions

sensory
impairments

language and
learning conditions

emotional and
behavioural
difficulties

common
inclusion

needs

social, emotional and
behavioural needs

neuro-diversities 

dyslexia

ADHD

dyspraxia

autism 

hearing impairment

visual impairment

Level of
independence

completely independent with
low level lit/tech skills

range of specific inclusion needs -
support required for day to day

personal care, learning and
independent living

collaboration with support
staff/ parents/ carers

everything in-between 

Teacher considerations:
How do you want to

organise the learning?
What are your priorities?
What are your preferred

methods? Themes

themes (example themes for
independent living)

health care

What is Coronavirus?

parts of the body

feeling poorly

what to do in an
emergency

calling a doctor

where I live

types of
accommodation

rooms and
their functions

house cleaning

recycling 

who I live with

my road 

food and drink snack time

meals

out and about

transport

favourite places to visit

shopping

having fun

hobbies

sports

nights out / nights in

theatre/  cinema

favourite things

vocational themes

employability themes

wellbeing themes

Literacy specifics

phonics/CVC/Dolch
words

alphabet tasks

vocabulary

spelling
strategies

formats

parts of
speech

sentence
structures

creative
writing

punctuation
basics

grammar
basics

Creativity

arts and crafts

combining physical
and virtual world

collecting things

going outdoors

sensory tasks

challenges and
competition

audio and video

needs exacerbated by
current circumstances

engagement

mental health issues

depression

anxiety

mental health
manifesting as physical

symptoms

concentration

exhaustion

loneliness and isolation

confidence

self esteem

digital
confidence

intellectual
confidence

available space

garden or outdoor
space 

who are you in
lockdown with?

proximity to
other people

financial worries

health worries


